
This month’s newsletter features novel research from our

RADR® AI platform and lays a foundation for how AI can be applied to

discover new indications for cancer drugs in record times and at

significantly reduced costs.

The research was done in collaboration with the National Cancer

Institute (NCI) that was recently published in Frontiers in Drug

Discovery.

The publication highlights how large scale biological data, artificial

intelligence, and machine learning were leveraged to rapidly identify

Atypical Teratoid Rhabdoid Tumor (ATRT) as an indication for

Lantern’s drug candidate LP-184.

In just over a year, Lantern has advanced its ATRT program for LP-

184 from initial in silico RADR® AI insight, to in vitro and in vivo

wet lab validation, to discussions with Key Opinion Leaders about a

Phase 1 pediatric clinical trial design.

ATRT is a rare and highly malignant childhood central nervous

system cancer with no standard-of-care (SOC) therapy. LP-184’s

efficacy for ATRT could fill a void for this cancer with

urgent and unmet clinical needs.

A PDF of the new publication can be downloaded here, or read

online on the Frontiers in Drug Discovery website.

Please send us your feedback by clicking on the thumb emoji in the

email footer, or by emailing us at newsletter@lanternpharma.com.

NCI’s CellMinerCDB platform fuels discovery
of novel aspects of LP-184 and LP-100’s
mechanism of action

Left: LP-184 response correlation to PTGR1 gene expression. Right: Gene set
enrichment analysis of LP-184 and LP-100 compared to 19 other agents.

The NCI’s CellMinerCDB platform contains large scale multi-omic drug

response data from over 20,000 experiments and was leveraged to

uncover novel aspects of Lantern’s drug candidates LP-184 and LP-100,

including:

The activity of LP-184 and LP-100 in cancer cells is significantly

correlated to the over-expression of PTGR1, a gene over-expressed in

several cancer types, and is required for LP-184 and LP-100

activation.

Why it matters: PTGR1 over-expression is highly specific to the

potency of LP-184 and LP-100 and was not correlated with other

standard-of-care (SOC) agents with similar mechanisms of action.

LP-184 and LP-100 were found to be more sensitive in cancers that

are depleted of DNA damage response gene pathways, including

deficiencies in chromatin remodeling pathways.

Go deeper: ATRT tumors are caused by inactivating mutations in

SMARCB1 and SMARCA4, two proteins in the chromatin

remodeling complex. Due to these mutations in chromatin

remodeling genes, ATRT could be a promising target indication for

LP-184.

RADR® model predicts LP-184’s nanomolar
potency for ATRT

RADR® model predictions of LP-184's potency in several genetic subtypes of ATRT

Following the CellMinerCDB insights, Lantern scientists developed a

highly predictive RADR® ML model, “10 gene model,” to predict LP-

184’s potency for ATRT using publicly available patient gene expression

data:

RADR® predicted LP-184 to have low nanomolar potency across all

64 patients tested, with IC50s between 87 and 356 nM.

LP-184 was also predicted to be potent in patients with mutations in

the two major causative genes for ATRT, SMARCB1 and SMARCA4.

The highly predictive “10 gene model” was even able to predict

response differences across genetic subtypes of ATRT patients,

including TYR, MYC, and SHH subtypes.

Why it matters: Rare cancers like ATRT often have little data and

limited research funds, leaving a void in therapy options for these

patients. These results demonstrate both the power and adaptability of AI

and ML and provide a new source of hope in potential treatment options

for ATRT.

The big picture: Using an AI and ML forward approach, novel targeted

therapies can be developed for other rare and ultra-rare pediatric cancers

with no standard-of-care therapies and urgent clinical needs.

RADR® predictions were thoroughly validated
using cell and animal models

LP-184 treatment resulted in near-complete tumor regression in mice implanted with cell
derived xenograft ATRT tumors.

RADR®’s LP-184 ATRT predictions were strengthened by validation in

cell and animal model wet lab experiments:

LP-184 treatment resulted in low nanomolar IC50s across

all ATRT cell lines tested. The IC50 of the CHLA-06 cell line, 32.0

nM, was the lowest IC50 Lantern has observed in any of its

preclinical experiments.

Near-complete tumor regression was observed in mice

implanted with ATRT cell derived xenografts and treated with LP-

184 at 2 mg/kg and 4 mg/kg (see panel above).

Why it matters: Cell and mouse model experiments are critical to

validating AI predictions and can be an indicator of how a drug will

respond in patients. Both RADR® AI predictions and preclinical

experiments point to LP-184 being a promising drug candidate for ATRT.

Next Steps for LP-184 in ATRT and Pediatric
Cancers

1. Lantern is currently in discussions with ATRT Key Opinion Leaders

about a pediatric trial design for a potential Phase 1 clinical trial for

LP-184.

2. A strategic collaboration has been established with Greehey

Childrens Cancer Research Institution - UT Health Science Center

San Antonio to continue preclinical evaluation of LP-184 for ATRT

and other Rhabdoid tumors.

3. Lantern’s drug candidates LP-184 and LP-284 are in preclinical

development for several additional rare and malignant childhood

cancers. Preclinical data from these experiments should be available

in the near future.

Connect with us on Twitter and LinkedIn

Follow Lantern Pharma on Twitter and LinkedIn for all of the

latest updates.
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